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Presentation: Giovanni Guido, co-owner of
Erregi Representatives since 1992. His activity is also to seek the best
companies to bring them in to the market Piemontese, especially with the aim of
developing commercial projects. Representativ Agent since 1989, has
developed results both in terms of supplies, and on the sale of plants for
investment classic and the services area .
The commercial land covered is 'the Piedmont area", with special attention to areas of BI
VB and VC NO Ao. In this area, our philosophy and 'to "dredge" the market to seek out
every opportunity that optimizes the TIME employed by us to get research desired from
you , combined with some tools built on years of experience and often underused by our
colleagues. We see the tools.
After graduation thesis on "The Italian Industrial District", for 10 years and 'was
drawn up a magazine tecnocommerciale GBT General Business Today. This
magazine reflected in our introduction to logistics companies, addressing all aspects
and problems of modern warehouses, thus allowing us' to know ALL of the local
business issues and the manifacturing arguments. The same magazine 'was the basis
for the development of 16 websites perfectly active and readily available for any
market research that requires optimization of resources and time. The magazine has
allowed us to develop an operational team trained to communicate.

We have also improved our communication skills and envolve ourselves in activities That develop sensitivity
in Bringing the parties to a goal, for example through the Mediation - Mediation, activities for Which We are
enabled at Camera of Commerce and also we are registered in the registers of the Ministry of Justice.
Although not Directly inherent in the business of selling and 'still a form of exercise That Provides Evidence
That attitudes seller is constantly in training

At your disposal to confront on the ground of market opportunities.
Do not hesitate to contact us. Sincerely Giovanni Guido
Mobile 339 6841758.

